The Bayard Partnership

Trainings & Workshops

Excellence in Motivation

This one day workshop covers both the theoretical and practical aspects of motivation. It gives handson tips and tricks for motivating people that either do not want to be motivated or are plainly resisting
for one reason or another. This fun and informative workshop has been especially created to enable its
participants to take their motivational skills to the next level, it forms an extension to the motivational
modules in the Applied Project Management and Managing Change courses.

Excellence in Motivation
A hands-on effectiveness course for experienced business professionals!
How is the workshop constructed ?
• different models of motivation will be examined
brain-based model
Neuro Logistic Programming
• experience based : use of reality based examples
• mix of theory and exercise (role-play, ...)
• combination of teaching and coaching
• exchange of tips & tricks

After this day you will be able to:
• detect the different drivers of motivation
• utilize the power of language
• use self reﬂection techniques to motivate yourself
and others
• explore what motivates you
• answer the question if people can be motivated ?

Who is this course for?
• Managers looking for keys to enhance a climate of
motivation.
• Project managers working with teams in different
environments.

Where?
This course is usually held at ‘Kasteel de Bunswyck, Leuven, Belgium’ but it is not location speciﬁc and can be organized at
any suitable location.

Costs
As training is not a core business of The Bayard Partnership but an internal service by which it coaches its new Associates, our
pricing is set to cover costs only and is not considered as a revenue stream. We try, whenever we can, to integrate participants
from our clients businesses to blend real life challenges into the theory and to build deeper knowledge sharing within the group.
For the standard one day course, as described in this brochure our fee is 250 EUR + VAT per participant. This fee covers all
course materials, certiﬁcation, refreshments and mid-day lunch. For in-house company speciﬁc trainings, please check with
us for availability and a ﬁxed quotation.

What our participants say about the course:
“This course helped me in particular to understand how individuals think and how things can be considered from an inside out perspective. This means starting from the WHY (emotional drivers) rather
than talking about the what and how (rational conviction). I now use some simple techniques - which
I learned in the course - in my daily project conversations.”
Benedikt De Bouvrie
“I was delighted in attending the Bayard Partnership’s training on motivation. It provided a perfect
insight on four different techniques, with hands-on exercises. Be conﬁdent and transparent and for
sure, the trainer will walk you through deep motivation abilities.”
Laurent Janssens
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